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   This paper proposes a method to evaluate the upper bound for the structural failure
probabmaty Of frarne structures by automatically generating the failure rnodes and their safety

margins and by systematically selecting the stochastically dominant modes of failure. The

validity of the proposed method is demonstrated through numerical exaTnples and the rela-

tionship of the proposed method to the conventional methods is discussed. It is shown that

the proposed method is also applicable to the automatic generation of stochastically dom-

inant rnodes and their mode equations needed for the conventional methods.

1. lntroduction

   Many studies have been made of methods of reliability analysis in structures,i)-7)

where modes of failure are specified a pn'ori. However, there are too many modes of

structural failure in redundant structures to count al1 of them in practice.7)'iO) The

present authorsii)'i5) have proposed a method of automatically generating the failure

modes of truss structures and evaluating reliability. For frame structures with rigidjoints,

some approaches have been initiated to automatically generate the failure modesi6) and

to perform reliability assessment based on them.i5)' i7) Nevertheless, there are no system-

atic methods available for reliability analysis of the frame structures by automatically

gonerating the failure modes and their mode equations.

   This paper is concerned with automatic generation of failure modes in frarne structures

and reliability assessment. First, structural failure is defined as fomiation of a mechanism

in the structures, and a method is proposed for automatically generating failure modes and

their safety margins by using a Matrix method. Second, an upper bound of the structural

failure probability is evaluated by systematically selecting the stochastical!y dominant

modes of structural failure through branching and bounding operations. Finaily, numerical

examples are presented to demonstrate the validity of the proposed method. Further,

discussions are made of the relationship between the proposed method and 'the conven-

tional methods where the failure modes and their mode equations need to be predeter-

mined.
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         2. Automatic Generation ofFailure Modes and Mode Equations

   In frame structures, many types of failure criteria are applied to the members of the

structures, depending on the configuration of the structures, shapes of the members, load-

ing conditions, etc. We consider here a simple type ofplane frame structures whose mem-

bers are uniform and homogeneous and to which only concentrated forces and moments

are applied. Members are assumed to fail when the applied bending moments reach their

fu11y plastic moments and plastic hnges form in them. In the frame structures to be con-

sidered, critical sections where plastic hinges may forrn are the joints of the members and

the places at which the concentrated forces are applied. Those potential plastic hinged

sections are taken as the member ends to facilitate stress analysis, which means that unit

members are the parts of the original members which are connected by the critical sections.

   Consider a frame structure with n members and l loads applied to its nodes. Let the

left- and right-hand ends ofa memberi(i= 1, 2,...,n) be serially numbered as 2i-1 and

or, respectively. Here, the bending moments of the member ends are calculated by using a

Matrix method and written in the form:

           i
      Si=i.Z, bij (l) Li (i= 1, 2,...,2n) (1)
where Li are the applied loads andI is a vector composed of the moments of inertia of area

4 of the members, i. e.,I= (li, I2,..., Ih)T.

   The strengths of the member ends are given by the fully plastic moments of the mem-

bers, i. e.,

      R2i-i=R2i=AZpiClyi (i'--1,2,...,n)

where AZpi is plastic section modulus of the i-th member and Clyi yield stress.

   The safety margins of the member ends are

      Zi =Ri- Si (i --- 1, 2, ..., 2n )

Consequently, the failure criterion of the member end is given by

      zi so

When a member end is turned into a plastic hinge, it is treated

which enables us to perform stress analysis with the number of the

   When a plastic hinge forms at the left-hand end or-1
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       EI,411 O O -E,411 O O
                ooooo
                        oo[k,LR]- ,iAll 8 8 (8)
              SYM. O O
                                            o

and applied nodal forces are as illustrated in Fig. 1 (d).

   In a statically indeterminate frame structure, failure in any one member end does

not necessarily result in strucural failure. Structural failure is defined as formation of a

mechanism in the structure. A failure mode is generated as in the following manner.

When any one member end fails, redistribution of the internal forces arises among the

member ends in survival and a member end next to fai1 is determined. After repeating the

similar processes, structural failure results when the member ends up to some specified

number pk, e.g., member ends ri,r2,...,and rpk,have failed. Formation ofamechanism

is determined by investigating the singularity of the total structure stifflness matrix [K (Pk) ]

fbrmed by using the reduced member stiffiiess matrices for the failed members, i.e., mem-

bers with plastic hinges. Then, a criterion for structural failure is given by

       1[K(Pk)] 1= O (9)
where 1[.]1: the determinant ofamatrix [.].

   Now introduce the expressions of the safety margins for the member ends in survival

after some member ends are in failure. For instance, when member endsri,r2,...,and

lo have failed, their stifThess matrices are replaced by the reduced ones and their residual

strengths are applied to the nodes as artificial nodal forces, as mentioned before. Then,

stress analysis of the structure is carried out once again by using aMatrix method, and the

internal forces of the surviving member ends are determined and written in the form:

                       i      Si(r,,r,,...,rp) = i.Zi bii(P)(I)Li(P)

                   = i.i i bii(P) (I) Li - airi Rr, - air,Rr, -' ' ' - airpRrp

                                                            (1O)

where suffix (ri, r2,..., i:p) denotes a set of the failed member ends arranged in the

sequential order of failure. Consequently, the safety margins are given by

      Zi(r, , r,,..., lo) -A-- Ri - Si(r,, r,,..., lo)

                   = (Ri + air, Rr, + air, Rr, + ' ' ' + ailp Rrp)

                    -i.Z', b,i(P)(I)Li (11)

   Structural failure of the redundant frame structure occurs when all of the pk member
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ends, e.g., ri, r2,...,and rpk, are subjected to failure. Hence,a criterion of structural

failure is also expressed by using the safety margins of the failed member ends:

      Zlp(r,,r,,...,lp-i);;l;O (P"1,2,･･･,pk) (12)

   It should be noted here that the safety margin Zrpk(r,, r,,..., rpk-i)' of the last hinged

member end rpk is identical to the failure mode equation derived by application of the

principle of virtual work to the conventional fadure modei)'" 7) resulting from failure of

the member ends ri, r2,.･･, and i:pk･

   3. Selection of Stochastically Dominant Failure Modes and Reliability Evaluation

   An algoritlmic procedure is proposed which systematically evaluates an upperbound

of the structural failure probability by selecting only the dominant modes of failure and

evaluating the contribution of the others. That is, the upper bound is estimated by

            I

where Illei's are the upper bounds of failure probabilities of the selected dominant modes

and E the contribution of the discarded modes, The procedure consists mainly of (i)

branching operations, (ii) adjustment of the upper bound, and (lii) bounding operations,

which wM be briefly described.

   The fbnowing notations are used for failure events. When a sequential failure ofthe

member erids ri, r2,..., and r:pk turnsastructure intoamechanism, failure event of the

member end rp is denoted as

      "F)p(P) =(Zlo (r,, r,,.,., ,p)$O) (14)

From the failure criterion (12), the corresponding failure event of the structure is given by

      Wkq =4,(')n4,(2)n.･･n EP(,pk)= ,Pn.k, jefo(p) (is)

                   '
The structural failure probability is expressed as

                m 'Pk!
      llf=PrOb{,Y, ,Y, Wkq] (16)
where m is the number of combinations of the member ends to cause structural failure.

Upper bounds are also estimated byii)'" i5)

      Ilfu(i)" S Prob[4(')]

              i--1
                                                            (1 7)
      llP7u(2)= ktL, :S.!, Prob [ Wkq ]
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Branching operations. This is an operation which selects a combination of member 

ends to make the structure a mechanism so that the selected combination of member ends 

may yield a failure mode with a large failure probability. The member end with the largest 

value of failure probability is selected as the member end to fail at the first stage rl， i.e. 

Prob [Fr.(l) ]金 max Prob [FP) ] 
‘ i1 e lS1 

where IS1 denotes a set of member ends left to be selected at the first stage. The member 

end to fail at the p-th stage rp (p > 1) is determined so that the joint failure probability of 
the member end first to fail and the member end to be selected is max卸uzed.百latis， 

Prob [Fr~1) nFrn(P) ]会 m眠 σrob[Frωn F;}p) ] ) (19) 
l' - ip elsp l' 

where Isp denotes a set of member ends left to be selected at the p-th stage. 

The operations of selecting member ends to fail are continued until a combination of 

member ends is determined to make the structure a mechanism. 

Adjustment 01 upper bound. When a combination of the member ends to cause 

structural failure is found， the probab量ityof occurence of也efailure mode is approx-

imated by 

probIR.R(P)12mIProbI4jlh4P)l，probIdhN3}l， 
P=l 

全PJK

...，probI4jEh4pyk)]] 

(20) 

T百hi包sv山v刊叫a

comparing !fμL血凶 calculatedwith the maximum value so far obta泊edPfL'今'Lis re-
placed by PfL if PIL > PfL・

Bounding operations. This is an operation to select the member ends to be discarded. 
官latis， the member ends to be eliminated from a set of the member ends to be selected 
at the p-th stage are determined by the following criteria: 
(a) in case ofp = 1; 

ProbId}]/今'L< 10叫 fori1 e 1st 

(b)泊caseofp > 1 ; 

ProbIHI)門 F;p(P)] /今'L< 10叫 forらeIsp 

(21) 

(22) 

where ηis a constantll)， 12). The maximum contribution of the discarded member ends 

to the upper bound is evaluated by 

Prob [可1)] for p = 1 

Prob [Fr?) n F;;川
(23) 
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Consequently, these are added to the partial sumofu. Finally,llt",u gives the upper bound

]4ru to be estimated. There is another bounding criterion adopted in the proposed algori-

                                          , i2). These bounding operationsthmic procedure which assures computation efficiencyii)

are repeated until no member ends are left to be selected.

4. Numerical Examples

   Numerical examples are presented to discuss the properties of the proposed method

for reliability analysis of redundant frame structures. Applied loads and strengths of

structural .members are assumed to be Gaussian random variables. The loads and strengths

are statisticaby independent while the correlation between the loads is taken into account.

4.1 Portal frame with vertical lead

   Consider a portal frame with a vertical load applied as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Data con-

oerned are given in Table 1 (a). For the structure,there exist twenty fourmodes ofstruc-

tural failure which are classified into four final forms of structural fadure illustrated in

Fig. 2 (b). The various upper bounds of structural failure probability are evaluated and

listed in Table 1 (b). The upper bound Itfu calculated by the proposed method is smaber

than llteu(i), i.e., the bound evaluated as a sum of the falure probabilities of al1 the mem-

ber ends. It is also seen that Ilfu gives almost the same values as Ilfu(2), i.e., a sum of the

failure probabilities of all the structural failure modes.

   In the conventional methods of reliability analysis,i)'7) the final forms ofstructural

failute are first assumed as shown in Fig. 2 (b), and their safety margins are derived by

applying the principle of virtual work as follows;

3 41 sL 6

            R

F-2+R-l
(a) Portalframestructure

2
(4) 5

,6 2
(4) 5

7

(i) ZM, =R,+2R-,+R,-slL

  (4) 5

(li) ZM2=R,+ 2R, +R, - Sth

3
(4) 5 1

(di) ZM3"R3+2Rs+R6mRL (iv) ZM.=R,+2R,+R,-RL
       (b) Final forms of structural fai1ure

Fig. 2 Portal frame structure and final forms of structural failure
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Table 1 Reliabvaty assessment of po' rtal frame with vertical load

(a) Data of portal frame

Member end number
"astic section modulus

    AZpi m3
dean value ofyield stress

     ffyi MPa

1, 2

3,4

5, 6

7, 8

O.489 × lo'3

O.367 × lo-3

O.367 × 10'3

O.489 × lo-3

276

276

276

276

L=40kN, l=5m

(b) Upper bounds of structural failure probabvaty ( n = 3.0 )

CVayi CV]Li bu Ilfu(i) llfu(2)
£p[zMri s o]

O.1

O.05

O.1

O.05

O.3

O.3

O.15

O.15

O.2100 × lo-2

O.9925 × lo'3

O.1495 × lo-6

O.1025 × lo-s

O.2317 × lo'i

O.1383 × 10'i

O.1180 × lo'2

O.3329 × 10-4

O.2099 × 10'2

O.9924 × lo'3

O.1494 × 10-6

O.1025 × lo-S

o.nol × lo'a

O.5259 × 10'3

O.7417 × lo-7

O.1430 × lo-9

ZM, = R2 + 2Rs + R6 - a
ZM, = R2 + 2Rs + R7 - IL

ZM3 = R3 + 2Rs + R6 - LL

ZM4 =R3 + 2Rs + R7 - ZL

(24)

   As noted in section 2, these safety rnargins are the s4ame as those of the last hinged

member ends to fbrmamechanism. The upper bounds iZ.i P [ZMi K- O]'s, calculated

by   using equations (24) are also given in Table 1 (b). It is seen that the proposed upper

bounds Ilfu's are very different from those upper bounds. These discrepancies are caused

by the following reasons. Corresponding to the final forms ofthe structural failure mode

(iii) in Fig. 2 (b), there are six modes of structural failure when the sequential order of

failure is taken into account. Those failure modes are 5 . 3 . 6 (this means that the

sequential order of failure of member ends is 5, 3 and 6), 5 . 6 ･ 3, 3.5.6, 3.6.

5, 6.5.3 and 6.3. 5.
   The failure regions of those modes are depicted in Figs. 3 (a) to (O, which are deter-

mined by the criterion, equation (12), using the safety margins of the member ends at the

respective failure stages. On the other hand, the failure region given by ZM3 $ O is a sum

of the six failure regions in Fig. 3. Consequently, when the failure probabilities of those

failure modes are summed up to evaluate the upper bound, the resulting bound yields a

larger value than the bound calculated by using equation (24). The reason fbr this is that

the failure probabilities of the events corresponding to the intersecting regions are added

multiple times. Another reason fbr the proposed bound to be larger is due to the fact that
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1
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 .Z6=O
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t

             R6 E- --
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Fig. 3 Failure regions of structural failure modes
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5
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28
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(i) ZM,=M,+2M,+M,

(il)

(di)

(M

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

-L, 212

3s6
                                                     17 19
                                     27 12
ZM,=M,+2M,+M,-L,R12 1 8 14 2o
                             (ix) ZM,=M,+M,+M,+M,+M,,+M,,
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                                          612                                              11                                       5
                                                   13 19
 ZM, =M, + 2M,, +M,, - L, 2/2

                                   1 s 14 20
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                                           612
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                                    1 s 14 2o
                    18              15                 17 (xi) ZMii=Mi+2MFs+Mk+M7+Ms+Mi2+Mi4+2M'i7

                                     +2M,"+M2o-L,h- (L,+L,)gl2

 ZM,=M,s+21}f.+M,,-L,212 12 17
                                                          19                                     26
                                    1 8 11 14 2o
   2 7 13 19  1 s 14 2o (XM ZMn=Mi+M2+Mk+Ms+2Mii+2Mi2+Mi4+2M,,
                                     +2Mig+M2o-Lih-(L3+L4)2/2
zMk =M, +M, +M7 +Ms +M,3 +M,4 +M,g

     +M2o-Lih s6 12 17 lg
         6 , ls 11 14 2o   25 7 13 lg                              (xili) ZM',, =M, + 2Ms + 2Mk +Ms + 2Mn + 2Mi2 +Mi4

  1 8 14 20                                  +2Mi7+2Mig+M2e-Lih-(L2+L3+L4)9/2
ZM, =M, + 2M, +ag +M, +Ms +M,, +MM

    +Mig+M2o-Lih-L22/2

                    (b) Finalformsofstructuralfailure

   Ftg. 4 Three span portal frame and examples of fmal forms of structural failure (lldlr=Ri)

            13 lgT
   g, ->k-S ,, ･S->k-S ,, t

Three span portal fra:ne

                    612                       11
              2                                19             i 8 i4iJ3 2o
      (vili) ZMs =Mi +M2 +M6 +Ms + 2Mn +M!2 +Mts

              +Mi4+Mig+M2o-Lih-L32/2
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the three dimensional joint probabilities are approximated by the two dimensional mar-

ginal probability distribution functions, i.e., equation (20).

4.2 Three span frame

   Reliability assessment is made of three span frame shown in Fig. 4 (a). Data concern-

ed are given in Table 2 (a). The calculated upper bounds are listed in Table 2 (b). Some

of final forms of structural failure are given in Fig. 4 (b), for applying the conventional

methods of reliability analysis. On the other hand, there are many types of structural

failure modes selected in the proposed method. However, they are classified into two

groups depending on the properties of the sets of failed member ends to form mechanisms,

te.,

(i) Sets of failed member ends, in which a mechanism is not formed if any one failed

   member end belonging to the sets is removed. These sets of failed member ends are

   cabed minimum sets of faded member ends.

(li) Sets of failed member ends, in which there are some redundant member ends to fbrm

   a mechanism and thus the structure is turned into a mechanism even if these member

   ends are removed from the sets.

           Table 2 Reliabmaty assessment of three span portal frame

(a) Data of three span portal frame

Mlember end number
Plastic seetion modulus

     AZpi m3
Mban value ofyield stress

    ayi MPa

1, 2
3, 4
5, 6
7, 8
9, 10

11, 12

13, 14

15, 16

17, 18

19, 20

O.272 × 10-3

O.367 × lo-3

O.367 × 10'3

O.272 × lo'3

O.367 × 10'3

O.367 × 10"3

O.272 × lo-3

O.367 × lo"3

e.367 × 10'3

O.272 × lo'3

276

276

276

276

276

276

276

276

276

276

   L, =50 kN, L, =L,. =L, =40 kN,

(b) Upperbounds(n=2.0)

h=5m, l=10m

CVb" cVLi bu jP7u(i)
£P[ZM7i .S O]

O.05

o.!

O:3

O.3

O.9314 × 10'i

O.1684 × loO

O.1420 × 100

O.2405 x 100

O.4991 × 10-2

O.8469 × 10-2

Mean processing time by ACOSINEAC 700 : 17 min/case
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   Examples of the minimum sets of falled member ends are the structural failure modes

which are reduced to the final forms of structural failure shown in Fig. 4 (b). Structural

failure modes belonging to the sets (ii) are transformed into the minimum sets (i) by re-

moving the redundant member ends from the original sets. It should be noted here that

the safety margins of the last hinged member ends are the same for all the structural failure

modes belonging to the same minimum sets of failed member ends, which fact is proved

(1) @.@. 19- 20.@ (9) @.@.7.12.8.@

(2) @.@.19.20.7.11.17--"8.@ (10) @.@-@ (Min. set)

(3) @.@.8.19.@ (11) @-@. 12.7.8-･ @

(4) @.@.8. 19.7.11.17.20.@ (12) @.@.11-8.19.7.17 -- 20.@

(5) @ -,@-" 8.7. 12 -, @ (13) @. 19 -- @. 20 .@

(6) @.@.8-7- 12. 14 .@ (14) @. 19 .@- 20 .7. 11 -> 17.8.@

(7) @-+@.20-19.@ (15) @.19.@.@

(8)@-.@.20.19.7.11.17-8-･@ (16)@.20.@-19.@
     Fig. 5 Exarnples of structural failure modes with the sarne minimum set of the failed
          member ends{ 2, 5, 6}.
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from the theorem on uniqueness of a plastic collapse mechanism. As noted in section 2,

the safety margins derived by applying the principle ofvirtual work to these failure modes

are also the same, and thus al1 of these modes are treated as one structural failure mode in

the conventional methods. Fig. 5 shows some of the failure modes which are selected in

the present method and reduced to the minimum sets of the failed member ends { 2, 5, 6 }

corresponding to the final forms of structural failure in Fig. 4 (b) - (i). The minimum sets

of failed member ends and the numbers of the selected modes which are reduced to these

minimum sets are also listed in Table 3. It is seen that only six minimum sets of failed

member ends are selected and a large number of failure modes selected are reduced to

them.

Table 3 Selected rninimum sets of failed member ends and numbers of selected structural

       failure modes reduced to these minimum sets.

                                                    (n=2.0)

IVb. of nfin. set Load factor

 (Sbe Fig. 4) Xi

CV.yiICV]Li --- o.os/o.3 CV. yilCPcLi = o.1lo.3

Selected modes" P [ Z2ifi <= O ] Slelected modes" P [ Zl;tri -S O ]

(i)

(li)

(di)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

(xii)

(xiti)

1.89

2.02

2.02

1.89

2.02

2.40

1.84

2.06

2.01

1.78

1.74

1.90

1.72

493

 58

 53'

 93

  3

 o
124

 o
  o

  o

  o

  o

  o

O.1807 × lo'2

O.4342 × lo-3

O.4342 × lo-3

O.1807 × 10"2

O.4342 × lo-3

O.1912× lo-5

O.5050 × lo-4

O.4316 × lo-6

O.1665 × lo-5

O.5262 × 10-S

O.1423 × lo-4

O.2211 × lo-6

O.1491 × lo-5

395

130

 70

142

 9
 o
129

 o
 o
 o
 o
 o
 o

O.2910 × 10'2

O.8353 × lo-3

O.8353 × lo-3

O.2910 × 10'2

O.8353 × lo-3

O.3553 × 10-S

O.8636 × lo-4

O.1091 × lo-5

O.4020 × 10-5

O.1266 × 10-4

O.2972 × lo-4

O.7653 × lo-6

O.4597 × 10-S

Sum 824 O.4991 × lo-2 875 O.8469 × lo-2

* Numberofselectedmodes

   Furthermore, the failure probabilities P [ZMi r.S: O ] 's are calculated and given in Table

3, using the safety margins of the last hinged member ends in the final forms of structural

failure shown in Fig. 4 (b). These safety margins are the sarne as those derived by applying

the principle of virtual work as stated before. The failure probabilities of tlLe minimum

sets of failed member ends corresponding to the selected structural failure modes are larger

than those corresponding to the discarded failure modes. This fact shows that the pro-

posed method can automatically select the dominant failure modes needed for application

of the conventional methods of reliability analysis and their safety margins.

   Next, consider the relationship of the deterministically dominant modes of structural

failure to the stochastically dominant modes. For the purpose, central load factors:
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      )ti = ,.i", aij R-i l j£L, bii ii (i --- i, 2, ..., i3 ) (2s)

are calculated and listed in Table 3 for the final forms of structural failure shown in Fig. 4

(b). From the deterministic point of view, most dominant is the combined mechanism

(xiii) which collapses to a mechanism under the minimum applied loads. On the contrary,

the failure modes having the largest failure probabilities are the beam mechanisms (i) and

(iv), which are not identical to the deterministicaby most dominant mode.

   Finally, discussions are made of the calculated upper bounds. The upper bounds "Ilfu's
are smaller than the P:fu(i)'s . However, they are fairly larger than izi--3 i P [ znttri S o ] in

                         seemed to be caused by the same reason as stated in theTable 3. These discrepancies are

previous example.

4.3 Portal frame with combined loads

   Reliability assessment is made of the portal frame with horizontal and vertical loads

applied as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The data concerned are given in Table 1 and Fig. 6 (a), and

the results are listed in Table 4 for various values of the correlation coefficients between

the two loads. It is seen that the upper bound of the structural failure probability P),u is

considerably different depending on the value of the correlation coefficient. Consequent-

ly, it is very important to take into account of the correlation between the loads. Fig. 6(b)

L,

34 L, -
      27                     2

      18
       F2+,l
Portal frame, with combined loads

(L,=50kN,L,=40kN,R=5m)

56

(a)

5
6

5 7

            18
(i) ZM,=M,+2M,+2M,+M,-(L,+L,)2

           18
(li) . ZM2"Mi + 2Ms + 2M7 +Ms - (Li +L2}2

3 6
3

5
6

            18
(hi) ZM,=M,+M,+M,+M,-L,2 (iv) ZM,=M,+2M,+M,-L,2
                (b) Dominant final forms of srmctural failure

   Fig. 6 Portal frame with combined loads and dominant final forms of structural failure.
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Table 4 ReliabMty assessrnent of portal frarne with combined loads

Correlation
coefi}cient

 PL1L2

CbejiT7 cients of variation ( CYo yi 1 CV]Li )

O.05 1 O.3 O.1 l O.3 O.05 1 O.15 O.1 / O.15

ijU O.6958 × lo'i(19)** O.1202 × 100 (27) O.2380× 10'3 ' (8) O.1298 × 10'2(12)

1.0

Pl*

P,

P,

P,

zPi***

O.2871 ×

O.6933 ×

O.1703 ×

O.4053 ×

O.3818 ×

lo-i

lo-2

lo-2

10-3

1o-i

(6)

(4)

(o)

(4)

O.3269 ×

O.8944 ×

O.2358 ×

O.7878 ×

O.4317 ×

10-i (6)

10-2 (6)

10-2 (2)

10'3 (O)

lo"t

O.1142 × 10'3 (3)

O.1091 × 10'5 (3)

O.7947 × 10'S (O)

O.1301 × 10-9 (O)

O.1153 × lo'3

O.4637 ×

O.1591 ×

O.2810 ×

O.6794 ×

O.4796 ×

lo-s

1o-4

lo-6

lo-7

10-3

(6)

(4)

(o)

(o)

ijU O.6876 × lo-i (29) O.9132 × 10-i (31) O.7117× 10- (11) O.6125 × 10-3(13)

    P,

    P2
O.5
    P,

    P,

    £Pi

O.1904 ×

O.3635 ×

O.1703 ×

O.4053 ×

O.2525 ×

10-i (5)

10-2 (6)

10-2 (2)

10-3 (4)

lo-i

O.2277 ×

O.5159 ×

O.2358 ×

O.7878 ×

O.3201 ×

10-i (7)

10-2 (6)

10-2 (2)

10-3 (5)

lo-i

O.3175 × 104 (4)

O.1449× 10. (5)

O.7947 × 10-e (O)

O.1301 × 10' (O)

O.3189 × lo4

O.2047 ×

O.4943 ×

O.2810×

O.6794 ×

O.2099 ×

10'3 (5)

10-5-(5)

10-6 (1)

10-7 (O)

lo-3

fyU O.4212 × 10-i (30) O.6162 × 10-i (35) O.1316 × 10-4 (13) O.2718 × 10-3(16)

    P,

    P,
o.o
    P,
    P,
    EPi

O.1055 ×

O.1431 ×

O.1703 ×

O.4053 ×

O.1460 ×

10-i (6)

10-2 (5)

10-2 (3)

10--3 (5)

10-i

O.1372 ×

O.2392 ×

O.2358 ×

O.7878 ×

O.1781 ×

10-'t (6)

10-2 (6)

10-2 (3)

10-3 (5)

10-i

O.5156 × 10-S (5)

O.8385 × 10-S (5)

O.7947 × 10-8 (2)

O.1301 × 10-9 (O)

O.5172 × 10-S

O.7004 ×

O.1097 ×

O.2810 ×

O.6794 ×

O.7142 ×

log
lo-s

lo6
lo-7

10-

(5)

(7)

(2)

(o)

ijU O.2256 × 10-i (28) O.3815 × 10-i (37) O.1277 × 10-5 (17) O.6355 × 104(22)

-O.5

P
,P,

P
,P4

£Pi

O.4162 ×

O.3270 ×

O.1703 ×

O.4053 ×

O.7102 ×

10-2 (5)

10-3 (4)

10-2 (3)

10-3 (6)

1O-2

O.6372 ×

O.7528 ×

O.2358 ×

O.7878 ×

O.1118 ×

10-2 (7)

10-3 (5)

10-2 (4)

10-3 (6)

lo--i

O.3152 × 10-6 (6)

O.1096 × 10-9 (7)

O.7947 × 10-S (2)

O.1301 × 10' (O)

O.3233 × 10'

O.1607 ×

O.1459 ×

O.2810 ×

O.6794 ×

O.1657 ×

104 (6)

10' (6)

10-6 (2)

10-7 (5)

lo4

bu O.5651 × 10-2 (31) O.2011 × 10-i (41) O.2707× 10-7 (24) O.8390 × 10-5(31)

-1.0

P
,
P
,P,

P,

£Pi

O.7485 ×

O.2144 ×

O.1703 ×

O.4053 ×

O.3388 ×

10-3 (6)

10-4 (2)

10-2 (3)

10-3 (6)

lo-2

O.1712×

O.1066 ×

O.2358 ×

O.7878 ×

O.5872 ×

10-2 (4)

10-3 (5)

10-2 (4)

10-3 (4)

1O-2

O.2405 × 10-S (5)

O.6529 × 10-iS (2)

O.7947 × 10-S (3)

O.1301 × 10-9 (s)

O.1053 × lo-7

O.1868 ×

O.8475 ×

O.2810 ×

O.6794 ×

O.2235 ×

10-5 (7)

lo-e (6)

10-6 (4)

10-7 (7)

10-s

Central load factor : X, =1.50, xa = 1.65, X3 =1.89, x, =2.02

  *

 **

***

Pi A= P [ ZMi $O ] : Failure probabMty of the mode based on conventional method.

Figures in parentheses denote numbers of selected modes.

Sum of failure probabilities of all the posslble final forms of structural failure.

Mustrates the final forms of structural fadure mode and their safety margins needed for

application of the conventional methods. The central load factors and the failure probab-

Mties of these safety margins are also listed in Table 4, which shows that the determinist-
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ically, dominant mode is not always stochastically relevant and that the stochasticady most

dominant mode changes with the value of the correlation coefficient. Further, Table 4

includes for reference the numbers of the selected failure modes which are reduced to the

same minirnum sets of the faded member ends given in Fig. 6 (b). Failure probabthties

corresponding to the other minjmum sets are smad compared to those listed in Table 4.

5. ConcludingRemarks

   This paper proposes the method for automatically generating failure modes of plane

frame structures and mode equations by using a Matrix method and for estimating the

upper bound of structural failure probability by systematically searching for the stochast-

ically dominant modes of failure through branching and bounding operations. The pro-

perties of the proposed method are clarified by investigating the relationship between the

proposed method and the conventional ones in which the failure modes need to be specifi-

ed a prion'. The proposed method is effective not only for reliability analysis of frame

structures but also for determining the fhilure modes needed in the conventional methods.

Further, the upper bound given by the proposed method is proved to be larger than the

bound by the conventional methods where the relevant failure modes are predetermined.

[lhe numerical examples are provided to demonstrate the vakdity of the proposed method.

Finally, it is suggested that a new method combining the proposed method with the con-

ventional ones is most promising for reliability assessment of large-scale redundant frame

structures, in which the present branching and bounding criteria need to be improved for

the computation efficiency.
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